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Why the Honey Bee?

The element of rhythm features particularly strongly in 

the life of the honey bee, which can easily be observed 

in the six sided honey comb. Also, her rhythmical 

dances communicate everything from the “waggle” 

dances showing where the food sources are, to 

orienting the newly hatched worker bees to the 

geo-location of their hives, to the “tremble” dance 

that indicates more bees are needed to process 

nectar into honey. Their lives are tied to the rhythms 

of the year also through their honey storage for 

winter months, and the varying flavors of honey they 

create from the rhythm of the blooming flowers — which 

often have healing powers connected to that particular 

plant. Manuka honey from New Zealand is one such example.
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What You’ll Learn in this Module

Welcome to Wiser Rhythms: How to Implement TeamWiser’s Key Tools and Disciplines!

With this bonus module, the rubber hits the road, bringing to life all you’ve learned and 

experienced and making change happen in your work together. Will you commit as a team to 

practicing, developing, and growing together in the ways you’ve learned in this course? 

We hope by now you can see that team excellence depends on practice and commitment. 

We’ve met team after team that expected to be able to do the equivalent of competing in the 

World Cup without putting in the teamwork and personal development that such world class 

performance demands. The teams eventual breakdowns caused by relationship fractures 

and toxic team cultures has taught us to prioritize everything we’ve brought to you in this 

course. Success is in large part an “inside-out” effort, requiring capabilities and skills that are 

not typically recognised or encouraged in our leaders. It’s time for all that to change! And that 

change begins with you and your team.

Here’s what you’ll learn in this bonus module:

• Why rhythm is a profound and simple way to build team capacity 

• The nature of training and practice to get you started in the right way

• The specific action steps you can take for each TeamWiser Module, starting today, and 

continuing for the life of your team

• How to put it all together: one example of how you might calendar your key 

TeamWiser activities

Let’s get started!
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It’s time to tie everything together, make it stick, and make it work for you. In this bonus mod-

ule, we’re going to tell you about a powerful life hack that will help you continue the work 

after you’ve completed TeamWiser.

We want you to get into action. We know that there’s no transformation without action, and 

more specifically, practice. We’re going to explore the concept and use of rhythm in how you 

and your team work and grow together. 

Rhythm is a simple but powerful idea: essentially, instead of trying to implement everything 

all at once, which most likely will not happen, you establish regular times for practicing the 

tools and disciplines you’ve learned in TeamWiser — and over time, these new disciplines 

become the new norm. 

As any sports coach will tell you, becoming a high performance team is a matter of constant 

and rigorous training. We’d also say the same for a leader that wants to develop a strong 

presence and become capable of leading that high performing team. 

Many of our customers and friends complain that they seek advice from leadership books, 

gurus, or podcasts only to find that the advice they receive is too general and too shallow to 

touch on their deeper and more concrete challenges. TeamWiser shares how we think about 

first steps towards integrating a set of practices that can build real capacities in your leader-

ship, your team, and your company. The more you advance in this work, the more subtle it 

gets, just like in any discipline. 

We’ve given you broad brushstrokes to get you going, and now, we’ll help you bring all these 

practices and tools into a unified and practical approach to changing the way you work. We 

know you have a lot going on, which is why we’ve tuned everything to help you take those 

baby steps forward without overwhelming you with too much too soon — while at the same 

time doing justice to the work it actually takes.

The Power of Rhythm

Rhythm Replaces Strength
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We’ve often mentioned the word “practice,” suggesting that meetings and business process-

es are practice spaces, exploring the practice of inner work, etc. Practice is at the heart of 

growing your mastery. As Malcolm Gladwell wrote, “Practice isn’t the thing you do once you’re 

good. It’s the thing you do that makes you good.”

A professional musician will tell you: practice happens every day, not sporadically. You can 

practice once a week for four hours, or you can practice 30 minutes a day every day. The 

second option will get you better, faster results than the former. Why is this? It’s the power of 

rhythm.

Everything alive and in motion pulses in rhythm: the heartbeat and breath, the rhythms of day 

and night, sleep and waking. It’s enormously helpful to small children to do the same things at 

the same times every day. Learning a new skill? Practice regularly. There’s something about 

rhythm that builds and organizes a creative effort, whether it’s a natural process or an artistic 

one. Rhythm exists wherever there is thriving life. 

Rhythm allows you to create momentum so you don’t have to use your strength of will to 

make things happen. This is the secret to rhythm and why it is such a powerful tool. It can 

help you keep going even when you’ve lost focus, motivation, enthusiasm, or temporarily lost 

sight of the road you’re on. With rhythm, you can keep going in spite of resistance, fatigue, or 

a failure in self-confidence. 

The Magenta team members are also artists. We practice every day — even when we’re not 

feeling “inspired.” The act of doing the work, regardless of how we feel that day, helps us 

progress immeasurably more than we would if we only put the time in when we felt like it. 

Rhythm produces results.  

Integrating TeamWiser’s practices into your life and work will help you build leadership and 

success. Rhythm will help you make it happen.

The Nature of Training
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TeamWiser is designed to give you a step-by-step approach to the long game of developing 

real mastery. As a leader, you are here to make a difference in your life and the lives of others, 

so make that long game commitment and see it through.

When you first begin the practices and try to build them into the team, it might feel awkward 

and uncomfortable. That is perfectly normal; it can take some time and a good deal of com-

mitment to get used to these new ways of working and collaborating. The rhythmic, regular 

approach described here will build your team’s muscle and will power to “make it stick” — to 

implement and incorporate the new tools and disciplines. 

If at any time you feel like stepping back from it all and reverting to your old ways, we encour-

age you instead to lean in — lean into the challenge of making change and don’t be tempted 

to give up before you’ve really given the exercises and practices a chance to take hold. 

The Long Game
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To kick things off, we suggest you schedule a team meeting to discuss the action steps 

outlined below, find your own approach to implementing the TeamWiser practices, and ask 

everyone to hold the team accountable to this commitment. 

Never underestimate the power in an explicit, formalized commitment to action. We’ve heard 

some amazing stories over the years about commitments that help people endure the most 

strenuous of life challenges. The strength needed to endure these trials is due not just to 

accountability; it has a further, deeper dimension that is more “spiritual” — a more profound 

resolve to see something through. 

Along these lines, we recommend that you make your commitments explicit and formal. 

Clarify the exact wording; make sure everyone is clear and unequivocal about them, and write 

them down. Consider them “spiritual agreements” that deserve a corresponding care, love, 

and ritual. You are, after all, committing to something that is in service to a larger impulse to 

make a regenerative contribution not only to the personal lives of the team mates, but also to 

everything else that the team touches.

The exercise has two parts: 

Action Step Overview. A short list of activities summarized from the seven main 

modules, organized by module and designed to give you a sense for what you can 

do within a rhythm that works for you. In this part of the exercise, each TeamWiser 

module is given one page. Each page has a few reminders and a recommended 

rhythm for doing the exercises in the module. For example, we recommend you 

run the visioning exercise in Module One once or twice a year as a startup, then 

periodically and as needed as you mature. In addition to these reminders and 

recommendations, there are a few notes and a place to write your action step 

commitments. 

Committing to Specific Rhythms

1
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2 Scheduling Example. A suggestion for how you might organize TeamWiser’s 

exercises and activities. Use the included template or create your own calendar to 

schedule the action step commitments from the first part of the exercise. 

We hope this example calendar can help you find simple ways to start using the 

powerful tools and disciplines in TeamWiser. Work through them in whatever order 

makes sense to you — just note that, as we stated in the Introduction module, later 

modules build on concepts and tools from earlier ones.

Next up: Action Steps for each Module.
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Action Steps from Module One: Visioning

You can do the vision exercise in Module One whenever you feel the need — 

when starting out, of course, or making a major pivot. You may also want to revisit 

this exercise as a “moral compass” — to make sure you’re all pulling in the same 

direction not only conceptually but also “in spirit.” 

You can revisit the results of your visioning exercise as needed whenever you’re 

working towards a creative outcome: branding, product development, ideation, 

brainstorming, problem solving, exploration, etc.

Once or twice per year to start; every few years after that; then, as needed.

Revisit the results whenever you need to run highly organized creative work 

with your teammates.

Make sure you save the results (outputs) of your visioning work. 

Use For:

Rhythm:

Notes:

Action Steps Commitment(s):
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Action Steps from Module Two: Meetings

Designing and running meetings. To begin with, have someone in your group 

facilitate your meetings. Change the role up regularly so that everyone learns 

how to facilitate. Remember, you might be tempted to let the same person 

facilitate every time — but don’t do it. Changing the facilitator is a good way to 

build capacity in the team, not only for facilitation, but for changing the vibe, the 

pace, and the results of your meetings.

Every single meeting from now on. Never run a meeting without facilitation 

again. As everyone gets good at facilitation, you can relax the formality a bit 

— but once you get used to good facilitation, you won’t go back. You’ll find 

that even in less formal facilitation settings, you’ll stick with the basic protocols 

(crafting the agenda, setting times, facilitating the conversations, etc.).

Put together your agenda development protocol and, if it’s helpful, a set of 

meeting process guidelines. Use them until you learn the basics and can 

improvise. Remember, facilitation is a craft. Everyone starts out mediocre, and a 

few people become world-class — and most of us are somewhere in between.

 

In your first facilitated meeting, answer these questions:

• Which software will you use for pre-meeting agenda sharing? 

• How will you invite people to add agenda items?

• Who runs the pre-meeting preparation?

• Who takes what roles?

Use For:

Rhythm:

Notes:

Action Steps Commitment(s):
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Action Steps from Module Three: Communication

Developing a practice to use the language of feelings and needs for conflict 

resolution and wise communication.

Quick check ins as you start your meetings. One way to do a check in or check 

out is with a quick “feeling word.” You can also do a longer check in (“deeper dive”) 

by inquiring into how people are feeling and what their needs are. Or something 

in between, the stand-by formula: “I’m feeling (feeling word) because I’m needing 

(needs word).” Keep the lists of words handy.

Run the exercise outlined in Module Three as a regular practice with the team. 

Practice your NVC every week — for example, do a quick check-in round in your 

weekly meetings — in order to get used to using the new language of feelings and 

needs. Normalize it by practicing regularly.

Whenever you’re in tension or conflict with another team member. Bosses and 

team leads, listen up: if you can model this, you’ll lead your team to victory. The 

humility and vulnerability required of you speaks volumes of your character, and 

people will emulate you and believe in you. 

Get the book! You could do a book-club style meeting and go through each 

chapter: one chapter per meeting, and discuss.

Use For:

Rhythm:

Notes:

Action Steps Commitment(s):
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Action Steps from Module Four: Leadership

Doing inner work is a regular, rhythmical commitment. Journaling is a great way 

to start, and the exercise in this module will get you going. We call this “trigger 

journaling”: a practice of bringing into your awareness your triggers and your habit 

loops in relation to those triggers. 

As an individual, strive to have a daily journaling practice. This practice should, 

ideally, gradually become a meditation practice. In our experience, that’s where 

the real juice is.

Set a daily or weekly schedule of stand-up meetings or calls (5 minutes of a 

quick check in and expression of commitment to each other to practice that 

day). During those meetings or calls:

• If you didn’t do the practices, what prevented you from doing them? Get 

some accountability from your buddy

• Share what happened when you did do them.

• Commit to each other to do them.

While inner work practices like journaling and meditation are primarily activities 

you do alone, you will find that committing to these activities together, with 

accountability partners and/or as a group, helps create momentum and support 

that carries your efforts further than if you do it alone. This initial boost can help 

you lay the foundation of rhythm in your practice that is invaluable for cementing 

these habits into your life.

Use For:

Rhythm:

Notes:

Action Steps Commitment(s):
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Action Steps from Module Five: Community

Make space in the schedule every week or month and design your activities. 

Change it up. Take your pick out of these ideas, or come up with your own:

• Use the Check in/out tool for every meeting.

• Schedule culture building meetings every week and month. Run through 

the exercise in Module Five.

• Get the Conversation Starters app by Danielle Laporte

• NVC practice and book club study

• Hobby sharing and presentation

• Games: sports and teams

• Trainings in bias. Gender, racial, social, cultural, etc. An exploration 

of bias is rich and deep. The real issue with bias is in the details, the 

microaggressions. Regular attention to bias is the only way to build 

awareness and real capability through practice.

• Learn about social ills related to your field of business and spend time 

together coming up with how your business can help. Incorporate these 

conversations into your marketing and mission.

Bake in threefolding inquiries to your regular meetings. As needed, look 

through the lens of threefolding when you experience tensions in the company 

or team. If they’re not resolvable with NVC, they’re probably structural, meaning 

they’ll keep coming up again and again because something core to the team 

health is out of balance. Is there a lack of freedom in the cultural sphere? 

A lack of equality in the sphere of rights and obligations? A lack of brother- 

or sisterhood in the economics? Well, yes — we’re sure there is. Use this 

framework to open up dialogue and figure out better ways of working together.

Use For:

Rhythm:

Action Steps Commitment(s):
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Action Steps from Module Six: Processes

Use the process design exercise for improving your core business processes, and 

in a way that enables continuous improvement.

Basically, whenever you need or want to make a core business process more 

efficient, you can use the process design exercise or some variation of it. We’ve run 

and seen very complex system redesign happen just with post-it notes. 

Use this framework whenever you want to improve repetitive core business 

processes, and need balance between the drive for greater efficiency and the 

drive for more inclusivity, creativity, and team vitality.

Remember, process design works best with repetitive business practices. 

Use For:

Rhythm:

Notes:

Action Steps Commitment(s):
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Action Steps from Module Seven: Creative Work

Use Module Seven’s Creativity Toolkit to help design, guide, or lead any type of 

creative project or endeavor..

You can use the Creativity Toolkit whenever you do creative work of any sort, 

whether it’s in-house or with external service providers. 

Use For:

Rhythm:

Action Steps Commitment(s):
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Scheduling Example

Here’s an example or suggeston for how you might schedule your daily and 

weekly TeamWiser activities. Feel free to use the included Scheduling Template 

and change our suggested activities to whatever suits your team’s needs.

Week One

Stand up call with buddy - share 
inner work (Module 4) and other 
questions

Design the meeting protocols (see 
Module 2):
• Which agenda sharing software?
• Ask for agenda input
• Assign meeting roles

Meeting: Check in / out practice
Facilitation Protocol and practice 
(see Module 2)

NVC practice (Module 3)

Meeting: Check in / out practice
Facilitation Protocol and practice 
(see Module 2)

NVC practice (Module 3)

Meeting: Check in / out practice
Facilitation Protocol and practice 
(see Module 2)

NVC practice (Module 3)

Meeting: Check in / out practice
Facilitation Protocol and practice 
(see Module 2)

NVC practice (Module 3)

Creative Work (Module 7)

Creative Work (Module 7)

Process design improvements 
from Module 6

Community Building exercise (see 
Module 5)

Community Building exercise (see 
Module 5)

Community Building exercise (see 
Module 5)

Community Building exercise (see 
Module 5)

Process design improvements 
from Module 6

Process design improvements 
from Module 6

Process design improvements 
from Module 6

Stand up call with buddy

Stand up call with buddy
(change buddies this week)

Stand up call with buddy
(change buddies this week)

Stand up call with buddy
(change buddies this week)

Stand up call with buddy

Stand up call with buddy

Stand up call with buddy

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Week Two

Week Three

Week Four
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We’d love to hear about your experiences with this Bonus! If you need any help with it, or have 

any questions, please fill out this form and we’ll get back to you right away. And while you are 

at it, leave us your feedback too! Please help us improve this Bonus Module.

End of Bonus Module

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdU1PxrPzXJhMD4vWFUGfPo03dycK8RIqHCvP8Q7_Q5hNc-QQ/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdU1PxrPzXJhMD4vWFUGfPo03dycK8RIqHCvP8Q7_Q5hNc-QQ/viewform

